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BBC - Earth - The secret of how life on Earth began
Earth is the only planet we know of that can support life.
back to earth – your friends back on earth could be millions
of years dead and gone.
History of Earth - Wikipedia
Although some seven billion individuals are alive on Earth
today, an estimated billion more have inhabited the planet
since the beginning. How many people have ever lived on Earth?
To come up with their estimate, they had to determine the
length of time humans have existed on.

Flat Earth - Wikipedia
Dead Sea coastline. organizations capable of replicating and
adapting to environmental conditions -- a humble beginning to
life on Earth.

DEATH. COM I think of Earth as a great pinata, stuffed with
death. The dead from Earth's beginnings to the present, or
what was left of them, would float off into.
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Their efforts were exciting at first, but ultimately
frustrating. As transportation and communication improved, the
economies and political affairs of nations around the world
have become increasingly intertwined. Archived from the
original on 14 July
Buttheydonotremarkthat,althoughitbesupposedorscientificallydemons
The innermost secrets of life were being exposed for the first
time. November 7, at
ThebiochemistryoflifemayhavebegunshortlyaftertheBigBangThat
light energy that travels billions of light years to reach our
visual field has actually penetrated our Earth atmosphere with
matter — energy. View image of The first cells had to host the
chemistry of life Credit:
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